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An Introduction to PROC REPORT
Kirk Paul Lafler, Software Intelligence Corporation, Spring Valley, California

Abstract
SAS® users often need to create and deliver quality custom reports and specialized output for management, end
users, and customers. The SAS System provides users with the REPORT procedure, a “canned” Base-SAS procedure, for
producing quick and formatted detail and summary results. This presentation is designed for users who have no
formal experience working with the REPORT procedure. Attendees learn the basic PROC REPORT syntax using the
COLUMN, DEFINE, other optional statements, and procedure options to produce quality output; explore basic syntax
to produce basic reports; compute subtotals and totals at the end of a report using a COMPUTE Block; calculate
percentages; produce statistics for an analysis variable; apply conditional logic to control summary output rows; and
enhance the appearance of output results with basic Output Delivery System (ODS) techniques.

Introduction
The creation of any good report begins by identifying the specific needs of the target audience. This typically requires
attention be given to the report’s structure, its organization and finally to the exact information that is intended to be
conveyed. Reporting in the SAS System, as with any software, requires data to first be collected, then organized and
finally presented in a logical and concise way. SAS users have many ways to create quality reports and output,
including the use of DATA _NULL_ reporting techniques and an assortment of detail, summary, statistical, frequency,
graphical and tabular procedures to choose from. But one method is traditionally chosen by today’s SAS user more
than any other approach – the selection of the REPORT procedure which just happens to be part of the SAS Base
software. This paper introduces SAS users to the basic features and capabilities of the REPORT procedure in the
creation of simple detail and summary reports and output.

Data Set Used in Examples
The examples used throughout this paper utilize a data set called, MOVIES. The Movies table consists of six columns:
title, length, category, year, studio, and rating. Title, category, studio, and rating are defined as character columns with
length and year being defined as numeric columns, shown below.
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Basic PROC REPORT Statement Syntax
The REPORT procedure is a powerful tool for creating detail and summary reports and output. As with all powerful
procedures, users have a number of statements and options to choose from. In its simplest form, below, PROC
REPORT with the DATA= option displays all variables for all observations in the specified SAS data set. SAS determines
the best way to format the output, so you don’t necessarily need to worry about these types of issues. It should be
noted that the order of the displayed variables on the output report is not alphabetical, but the order the variables
were created in the data set. It should also be noted that when a Title statement is not specified, the default title
displayed on output is, “The SAS System.” The basic syntax of PROC REPORT with the DATA= option and the
corresponding output is shown below.
PROC REPORT Code
PROC REPORT DATA=mydata.movies ;
RUN ;
Output

Users of the REPORT procedure have even greater control over input, processing and output scenarios, with an
assortment of options. The table, illustrated below, shows several PROC REPORT options (in alphabetical order) along
with a brief description of each.
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Option

Description

DATA=

Specify the input data set to be used for processing.

HEADLINE

Create a horizontal line between the column headers and the body of the report.

HEADSKIP

Create a blank line between the column headers and the body of the report.

NOWINDOWS

Suppress the REPORT window and direct the report output to open ODS destinations.

OUT=

Create an output SAS data set.

OUTREPT=

Specify a location to store the report.

PROMPT

Activate prompting mode by using a built-in wizard.

REPORT=

Specify a stored report to be used in generating a new report.

Selecting Variables to Display with a KEEP= Data Set Option
PROC REPORT output can also be produced with a KEEP= data set option. In lieu of all the variables being read from
the input SAS data set, a KEEP= data set option gives users a controlled way to select the variable(s) needed from an
input data set. This not only prevents all variables from being read and processed, it reduces CPU and I/O performance
demands on the system. As was presented in the previous example, the order of the displayed variables for the
generated output is in the order the variables were created in the data set. The following example shows the syntax
and corresponding output of a KEEP= data set and the NOWINDOWS option.
PROC REPORT Code
PROC REPORT DATA=mydata.movies(KEEP=title rating category length) NOWINDOWS ;
RUN ;
Output
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PROC REPORT Statements
The REPORT procedure provides users with a number of optional statements to help gain greater control over the
processing and layout of report output.
PROC REPORT Code
PROC REPORT data=SAS-data-set options ;
COLUMNS variable_1 - variable_n ;
DEFINE variable_1 / options ;
DEFINE variable_2 / options ;
. . .
. . .
. . .
DEFINE variable_n / options ;
COMPUTE blocks ;
ENDCOMPUTE ;
BREAK ;
RBREAK ;
RUN ;

The following table lists the various optional PROC REPORT statements along with a brief description.

Statement

Description

COLUMNS

Specify the variable(s) to appear in the report and their order.

DEFINE

Define how each variable will be used in the report.

COMPUTE /
ENDCOMPUTE

Define the calculations to be performed in the report.

BREAK

Produce a break or summary within a report either before or after a change in the value of a
grouping (or by-group) variable.

RBREAK

Produce a summary across the entire report (report wide) and can be placed at the beginning or
end of a report.

Selecting Variables to Display with a COLUMNS Statement
PROC REPORT output can also be produced with an optional COLUMNS statement. The COLUMNS statement tells SAS
what variable(s) to display in the report. Unlike the previous examples, the variables specified with the COLUMNS
statement are displayed in the exact order specified and not in the order the variables were created in the data set.
The following example shows the syntax and corresponding output of the COLUMNS statement.
PROC REPORT Code
PROC REPORT DATA=mydata.movies NOWINDOWS ;
COLUMNS title rating category length ;
RUN ;
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Output

Defining How Variables are Used with a DEFINE Statement and Options
PROC REPORT output can also be produced with an optional DEFINE statement and options. The DEFINE statement
tells PROC REPORT how each variable will be used in the generated report output. The following table illustrates the
various DEFINE statement options along with a brief description.

Option

Description

ACROSS

Defines the item on the report as an across variable.

ANALYSIS

Define the item on the report as an analysis variable.

CENTER

Center the column headers and formatted values.

COMPUTED

Define the item on the report as a computed variable.

DISPLAY

Define the item on the report as a display variable.

FORMAT=

Assign a SAS or user-defined format to the item.

GROUP

Display the item on the report as a group variable (categories).

MISSING

Display missing values as valid values for the item.

ORDER

Display the item on the report as an order variable.

WIDTH=

Define the width of the column to display on the report.
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In the next example, the DEFINE statement specifies the DISPLAY option with a character string to use as the variable
heading for each variable. Each DEFINE statement also tells PROC REPORT the width to display each column’s content
using the WIDTH= option. Unlike the COLUMNS statement specified in the previous example, the DEFINE statement’s
purpose is to tell PROC REPORT how each variable is to be used and displayed in the report. The resulting report
output displays all variables in the order they were created in the data set, shown below.
PROC REPORT Code
PROC REPORT DATA=mydata.movies NOWINDOWS ;
DEFINE title
/ DISPLAY 'Movie Title'
DEFINE rating
/ DISPLAY 'Movie Rating'
DEFINE category / DISPLAY 'Category'
DEFINE length
/ DISPLAY 'Movie Length'
RUN ;
Output
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Creating PROC REPORT Output with a COLUMNS and DEFINE Statement
The COLUMNS and DEFINE statements can also be combined in PROC REPORT to create an output report. The
COLUMNS statement tells SAS what variable(s) to display in the report. It is also worth noting that the COLUMNS
statement limits the display to only those columns specified. The DEFINE statement tells PROC REPORT how each
variable will be used in the generated report output. The following example illustrates using a COLUMNS and DEFINE
statement along with various display options.
PROC REPORT Code
PROC REPORT DATA=mydata.movies NOWINDOWS ;
COLUMNS title rating category length ;
DEFINE title
/ DISPLAY 'Movie Title'
DEFINE rating
/ DISPLAY 'Movie Rating'
DEFINE category / DISPLAY 'Category'
DEFINE length
/ DISPLAY 'Movie Length'
RUN ;
Output
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Displaying Titles on PROC REPORT Output
Adding Titles to PROC REPORT output is simple with SAS. One or more TITLE statements can be specified at the top of
each page of output (a maximum of ten can be specified). It’s worth noting that footnotes can be added at the bottom
of each page of output with the FOOTNOTE statement (a maximum of ten can be specified). As in the previous
example, the COLUMNS and DEFINE statements were specified in PROC REPORT to create an output report. The next
example illustrates using a TITLE statement to add a title at the top of each page of output.
PROC REPORT Code
TITLE Detailed Movies Listing ;
PROC REPORT DATA=mydata.movies NOWINDOWS ;
COLUMNS title rating category length ;
DEFINE title
/ DISPLAY 'Movie Title'
DEFINE rating
/ DISPLAY 'Movie Rating'
DEFINE category / DISPLAY 'Category'
DEFINE length
/ DISPLAY 'Movie Length'
RUN ;
Output
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Centering Data in a Column of PROC REPORT Output
The data displayed in each column of output can be centered. By default, PROC REPORT left justifies character-defined
data and right justifies numeric-defined data. As in the previous example, the TITLE, COLUMNS and DEFINE statements
were specified in PROC REPORT to create a “custom” output report. The next example illustrates using the DEFINE
statement CENTER option to center the data for the RATING column on the report output.
PROC REPORT Code
TITLE Detailed Movies Listing ;
PROC REPORT DATA=mydata.movies NOWINDOWS ;
COLUMNS title rating category length ;
DEFINE title
/ DISPLAY 'Movie Title'
DEFINE rating
/ DISPLAY 'Movie Rating'
CENTER ;
DEFINE category / DISPLAY 'Category'
DEFINE length
/ DISPLAY 'Movie Length'
RUN ;
Output
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Creating a Grouped PROC REPORT Output
A “grouped” type of output can be created with PROC REPORT where analysis variables can be summarized based on a
grouping variable. The next example illustrates a COLUMNS statement containing the desired variables to display on
the report output. Notice that the order of the TITLE and RATING variables specified in the COLUMNS statement have
been switched where now the categorical variable, RATING, is specified first. The DEFINE statement for the RATING
variable specifies a GROUP option to create a “grouped” type of output where all the observations in the GROUP
variable are consolidated together.
PROC REPORT Code
TITLE Detailed Movies Listing ;
TITLE2 Grouped by Rating ;
PROC REPORT DATA=mydata.movies NOWINDOWS ;
COLUMNS rating title category length ;
DEFINE title
/ DISPLAY 'Movie Title'
DEFINE rating
/ GROUP
'Movie Rating'
CENTER ;
DEFINE category / DISPLAY 'Category'
DEFINE length
/ DISPLAY 'Movie Length'
RUN ;
Output
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After running the preceding examples’ PROC REPORT code, you may receive the SAS Log message:
NOTE: Groups are not created because the usage of Title is DISPLAY. To avoid this note, change all GROUP
variables to ORDER variables.
To prevent this message from being generated on the SAS Log, the next example changes the DEFINE statement for
the RATING variable from a “GROUP” option to an “ORDER” option, as shown below. The Log message is removed.
PROC REPORT Code
TITLE Detailed Movies Listing ;
TITLE2 Sorted by Rating ;
PROC REPORT DATA=mydata.movies NOWINDOWS ;
COLUMNS rating title category length ;
DEFINE title
/ DISPLAY 'Movie Title'
DEFINE rating
/ ORDER
'Movie Rating'
CENTER ;
DEFINE category / DISPLAY 'Category'
DEFINE length
/ DISPLAY 'Movie Length'
RUN ;
Output
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The next example illustrates another “grouped” report output illustrates the COLUMNS statement specifying the
categorical variable, CATEGORY, is specified first. The DEFINE statement for the CATEGORY variable specifies an
ORDER option to create an “ordered” type of output where all the observations in the ORDER variable are
consolidated together.
PROC REPORT Code
TITLE Detailed Movies Listing ;
TITLE2 Sorted by Category ;
PROC REPORT DATA=mydata.movies NOWINDOWS ;
COLUMNS category rating title length ;
DEFINE title
/ DISPLAY 'Movie Title'
DEFINE rating
/ DISPLAY 'Movie Rating'
CENTER ;
DEFINE category / ORDER
'Category'
DEFINE length
/ DISPLAY 'Movie Length'
RUN ;
Output
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Calculating Subtotals, Percentages and Statistics Output
The next example illustrates how PROC REPORT computes and displays a new variable on the report output. As
before, the COLUMNS statement selects the variables, including the computed variable, LENGTH2. The DEFINE
statement identifies LENGTH as an ANALYSIS variable and another DEFINE statement identifies LENGTH2 as a
COMPUTED variable. Finally, the COMPUTE / ENDCOMP block performs the computation using the SUM function.
PROC REPORT Code
TITLE Detailed Movies Listing ;
TITLE2 Sorted by Category ;
PROC REPORT DATA=mydata.movies NOWINDOWS ;
COLUMNS category rating title length length2 ;
DEFINE title
/ DISPLAY 'Movie Title'
WIDTH=30 ;
DEFINE rating
/ DISPLAY 'Movie Rating' WIDTH=5 CENTER ;
DEFINE category / ORDER
'Category'
WIDTH=20 ;
DEFINE length
/ ANALYSIS 'Movie Length' WIDTH=3 ;
DEFINE length2 / COMPUTED 'Trailer Length' ;
COMPUTE length2 ;
length2 = 1 + length.sum ;
ENDCOMP ;
RUN ;
Output
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Applying Conditional Logic in PROC REPORT Code
The next example illustrates how conditional logic can be optionally applied in PROC REPORT code to control the
display of information on report output and, specifically the display of computed values for the variable, LENGTH2.
PROC REPORT Code
TITLE Detailed Movies Listing ;
TITLE2 Using Conditional Logic ;
PROC REPORT DATA=mydata.movies NOWINDOWS ;
COLUMNS rating title studio length length2 ;
DEFINE title
/ DISPLAY 'Movie Title' WIDTH=30 ;
DEFINE rating
/ ORDER
'Movie Rating' WIDTH=5 CENTER ;
DEFINE studio
/ DISPLAY 'Movie Studio' WIDTH=20 ;
DEFINE length
/ ANALYSIS 'Movie Length' WIDTH=3 ;
DEFINE length2 / COMPUTED 'Trailer Length' ;
COMPUTE length2 ;
if UPCASE(studio)='PARAMOUNT PICTURES' then
length2 = 1 + length.sum ;
ENDCOMP ;
RUN ;
Output
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Enhancing the Appearance of PROC REPORT Output
The appearance of PROC REPORT output can be enhanced by specifying one or more components and/or one or more
style attributes on the PROC REPORT statement. The following tables describe available component options and style
attributes, see below. In the PROC REPORT code example, below, a STYLE=(REPORT) component option is specified to
instruct SAS to use the color WHITE for the background and BLUE for the border on the report output.

Component

Description

Report

Affects the report and the table structure.

Header (HDR)

Affects color header cells.

Column

Affects data cells.

Summary

Affects summary lines generated by BREAK or RBREAK statements.

Lines

Affects lines generated by LINE statements.

Style Attribute

Description

Background=

Changes background color (e.g., Red, Blue, Green, Orange, Yellow).

Bordercolor=

Changes border color (e.g., Red, Blue, Green, Orange, Yellow).

Borderwidth=

Changes border width (e.g., 0, 3, 7, in, cm, pt).

Cellspacing=

Changes cell spacing (e.g., 0, 3, 7, in, cm, pt).

Foreground=

Changes foreground color (e.g., Red, Blue, Green, Orange, Yellow).

Frame=

Changes frame style (e.g., ABOVE, BELOW, BOX, HSIDES, LHS, RHS, VOID and VSIDES).

Rules=

Changes rules (e.g., ALL, COLS, GROUPS, NONE, and ROWS).

PROC REPORT Code
TITLE Detailed Movies Listing ;
TITLE2 Using STYLE(Report)=;
PROC REPORT DATA=mydata.movies NOWINDOWS
STYLE(Report)=[Background=white Cellspacing=0
Bordercolor=Blue Borderwidth=2
Rules=rows
Frame=box] ;
COLUMNS rating title studio length length2 ;
DEFINE title
/ DISPLAY "Movie Title" WIDTH=30 ;
DEFINE rating
/ ORDER
"Movie Rating" WIDTH=5 CENTER ;
DEFINE studio
/ DISPLAY "Movie Studio" WIDTH=20 ;
DEFINE length
/ ANALYSIS "Movie Length" WIDTH=3 ;
DEFINE length2 / COMPUTED "Trailer Length" ;
COMPUTE length2 ;
if UPCASE(studio)="PARAMOUNT PICTURES" then
length2 = 1 + length.sum ;
ENDCOMP ;
RUN ;
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Output

Conclusion
SAS users have many ways to create quality reports and output, including the use of DATA _NULL_ reporting
techniques and an assortment of detail, summary, statistical, frequency, graphical and tabular procedures to choose
from. But one method is typically chosen by today’s SAS user more than any other approach – PROC REPORT. This
paper illustrated only a few of the many capabilities that PROC REPORT offers. SAS users have the ability to create and
deliver quality custom reports and specialized output using an assortment of powerful statements and options.
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